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PROFESSOR ADAM SOBICZEWSKI:SEMINAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO UNDERSTANDINGAND PREDICTING NUCLEAR STABILITYOF THE HEAVIEST ELEMENTSDarleane C. HoffmanDepartment of Chemistry, University of California, BerkeleySeaborg Institute for Transatinium Siene and Nulear Siene DivisionMS 70R0319, Lawrene Berkeley National LaboratoryBerkeley, CA 94720-8169, USA(Reeived Otober 2, 2002)Dediated to Adam Sobizewski in honour of his 70th birthdayThroughout his long areer Adam Sobizewski has made major ontri-butions to the interpretation and understanding of experimental results onthe synthesis and deay properties of the heaviest nulei and to the devel-opment of theoretial methods for prediting properties of as yet undisov-ered nulei. He led the way in using a dynamial approah to marosopi-mirosopi alulations of spontaneous �ssion half-lives of deformed nuleiin a multi-dimensional deformation spae without adjustable parameters.Examination of the well-deformed even-even nulei with Z=104�114 andN=142�176 showed that inlusion of higher order deformations greatlyinreased the N=162 shell orretion. Nulei in the region of the doublymagi deformed nuleus 270108 were predited to be muh more stable thanpreviously believed and signi�ant deviations from the old rule of rapidlydereasing spontaneous-�ssion half-lives with inreasing Z should our.The impat and in�uene of these results on experimental investigationsand the interations between theory and experiment will be disussed.PACS numbers: 25.85.Ca, 27.90.+b
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1640 D.C. Hoffman1. IntrodutionI �rst met Adam Sobizewski when he and V. M. Strutinsky ame to visitus at Los Alamos National Laboratory in November 1969. I had met Struti-nsky, then at the I. V. Kurhatov Institute of Atomi Energy in Mosow,at the August 1966 International Symposium on Why and how should weinvestigate Nulides far o� the Stability Line held in Lysekil, Sweden. Onbehalf of the Los Alamos Radiohemistry Group, I had reported on theprodution of heavy elements in a reent Los Alamos thermonulear testdetonated underground at the Nevada Test Site in May 1966. We were puz-zled beause we failed to �nd nulides any heavier than 257Fm even thoughour yield extrapolations indiated they should have been produed and ourrude extrapolations of half-lives indiated that they were long enough thatwe should have deteted them. So we were desperately searhing for expla-nations about both the ross setions for suessive neutron aptures in 238Uand for preditions of the expeted stabilities of the still heavier elementswhih we believed should have been produed. Strutinsky and many oth-ers reported on their alulations of heavier nulides, inluding superheavyelements. However, I was partiularly impressed with his shell orretions(based on Nilsson's levels of the osillator shells) to the liquid drop modeland how well his alulations �t the measured masses in the atinide region.Minima in the potential energy plots as a funtion of deformation that mightbe related to the �ssion isomers observed in some of the elements from Th toCm were also seen. I was fasinated with the alulations for several as yetundisovered even Z elements inluding 104, 108, 112, 116, and had Struti-nsky's detailed Russian artile on Shells in Deformed Nulei translated forour use at Los Alamos and ontinued some ontat with him onerning hisalulations.In 1969, the Welh Foundation onvened a Conferene on The Transura-nium Elements: The Mendeleev Centennial in Houston, Texas on November17�19. Adam Sobizewski and Strutinsky were invited to attend as RoundTable Disussion Leaders and were granted permission to visit us in LosAlamos prior to the meeting. They were among the �rst visitors to LosAlamos from what were then alled the �Eastern Blok ountries� and inthose �Cold War� days, the extent of their travel was rather narrowly pro-sribed, but we managed to show them some of the spetaular senery andnearby pueblos of northern New Mexio.The 1969 Welh Conferene [1℄ was a memorable one as there were manyfast-breaking results, many new ideas, new experiments on the disovery ofelement 104, new alulations of superheavy element half-lives and otherproperties, and just reported observations and theoretial interpretations of�ssion isomers. It provided a wonderful forum for the exhange of ideas



Adam Sobizewski: Seminal Contributions to Nulear Theory 1641among sientists from all over the world. After this initial meeting, I sawAdam Sobizewski at subsequent onferenes and read many of his papers.I ame to espeially respet him for his lear and onise presentations ofinsightful and arefully formulated onepts and his equally thorough alu-lational approahes, whih took aount of as many as possible of the mostimportant fators determining nulear stability. He was not ontent to devisea model and then just make a myriad of small hanges in the various pa-rameters but attempted to fous on the most important onsiderations. Hebegan his areer in the �eld of predition of the nulear stabilities of atinideand SuperHeavy Elements (SHEs) during the time of the big wave of interestin SHEs sparked in the late 1960s and 1970s by preditions of an �island� ofstability well beyond uranium around magi numbers of 126 or 114 protonsand 184 neutrons. After reeiving his Ph. D. he worked at the Joint Institutefor Nulear Researh in Dubna and then returned to the Institute for Nu-lear Researh in Warsaw. He was a member of the Berkeley-Lund-Warsawgroup that gave the �rst extensive and realisti estimates of the stabilityand SF half-lives of SHEs on the basis of the modi�ed-osillator model [2,3℄.Later alulations [4,5℄ indiated that element 110 with 184 neutrons shouldbe the longest-lived with a half-life in the range of ten thousand to a billionyears.

Fig. 1. Timeline of disovery of transuranium elements.



1642 D.C. HoffmanHowever, the wave of theoretial and experimental interest began towane in the 1980s when early reports of disoveries of SHEs in nature andat aelerators ould not be on�rmed. By the end of 1987 no redible evi-dene remained for SHEs, either in nature or arti�ially produed and mostresearhers abandoned the quest. But Adam Sobizewski and his group on-tinued researh in this area and ontinued to make major ontributions toour understanding of the stability of the heaviest elements. By 1984 theelements through 109 had been reported as shown in the timeline of thedisoveries of the transuranium elements in Fig. 1. After an interval of someten years, elements 110 through 112 were reported between 1994 and 1996.These disoveries initiated a renaissane of interest in experimental searhesfor SHEs and a number of experimental groups built improved on-line sep-arator systems to look for still heavier elements. Evidene for elements 114and 116 has been reported but has not yet been on�rmed.2. Preditions of spontaneous-�ssion half-livesand nulear stabilityIn 1991, Patyk and Sobizewski [6, 7℄ reported that marosopi�mirosopi alulations whih inluded larger deformation spaes showedthat nulides in the region of the deformed shells at 108 protons and 162neutrons should be muh more stable toward SF than previously believed.The N=162 shell orretion was greatly inreased by the inlusion of higherorder deformations and was larger than that for the known 152 neutron shell.This was alulated to lead to large inreases in stability for the deformednulei near the doubly magi deformed nuleus 270Hs. The shell-stabilizednulei in this region were alled �deformed superheavy� nulei. It was furtherpredited that the SF half-life for Sg with 162 neutrons would be longer thanthat for any isotope of element 104. Beause of the large shell e�ets, strongdeviations from the rule that SF half-lives derease rapidly with inreasingatomi number should our.This was of partiular interest to nulear hemists who were planning the�rst hemial studies of Sg using 0.9-s 261Sg, then the longest known Sg iso-tope. These preditions motivated researhers to try to produe longer-livedSg nulides and at the Atinides-93 Conferene, the disovery of 265;266Sgwith half-lives of 2 to 30 s and 10 to 30 s, respetively, were reported [8℄,thus helping to substantiate this important theoretial breakthrough.In 1995, Sobizewski together with Smola«zuk and Skalski [9℄ publisheda widely quoted, landmark artile entitled, Spontaneous-�ssion half-lives ofdeformed superheavy nulei. It summarized some of the results presented ear-lier and desribed a dynamial approah to the alulation of SF half-livesof deformed nulei in the region of the doubly magi deformed nuleus 270Hsin a multidimensional spae without any adjustable parameters. (In older



Adam Sobizewski: Seminal Contributions to Nulear Theory 1643papers, a two-dimensional deformation spae that inluded only deforma-tions of the lowest multipolarities was used.) Even-even nulei with Z=104through 114 and N=142 through 176 were onsidered. These were hosenbeause they were all expeted to be well deformed and a su�iently largedeformation spae was required to be able to alulate even the ground-stateenergies, but the �ssion barriers were relatively simple and thin ompared tothose with Z=92 through 102, and, �nally, most of these nulei would notexist at all if it were not for shell e�ets. Thus this put stringent require-ments on the theory to properly aount for these e�ets. In addition, therewere some experimental measurements of �ssion half-lives in this region withwhih the theoretial alulations ould be ompared. A four dimensionalspae appropriate for these heavy nulei was used whih disregarded theodd-multipolarity deformations important for the lighter nulei with moreomplex �ssion barriers, but inluded the higher multipolarities �6 and �8whih are important for desribing the shell e�ets for these �deformed su-perheavy� nulei. Results of these alulations for the SF half-lives togetherwith the alpha-deay half-lives and the experimentally determined values asof mid-1997 are shown in Fig. 2. It an be seen that the �t between the ex-perimental and predited values is exeedingly good and these preditions ofhalf-lives have served as a guide for experimentalists in planning experimentsto produe and study nulides in this region for many years.Muntian, Patyk, and Sobizewski [10℄ realulated properties of even-even nulei with Z=82�128 and N=126�188 using more reent data formasses in the optimization of the marosopi part of the energy, and adi�erent method for adjusting the pairing fore strength in the mirosopipart than in their previous alulations in order to assess the sensitivity ofthe various alulated properties to these modi�ations. They found thatthe realulated values of alpha-deay energies and half-lives were quite loseto their previous alulations, lending redibility to the preditions.Calulations of the olletive properties of the deformed nulei in the re-gion of the doubly magi deformed nuleus 270Hs have also been performedby Muntian and Sobizewski [11℄. The energies of the �rst 2+ exited statesand the branhing ratios between alpha-deay of a nulide to the �rst 2+state and the ground state of its daughter were given for even-even nu-lides with Z=102�112 and N=146�166. Reently, alulations of olletiveproperties suh as deformations and rotational energies have been extendedto even-even nulei with Z=82�126 and N=126�190 and the in�uene ofthe deformations of various multipolarities on the rotational energies wasonsidered [12℄. They suggested that experimental measurements of theseproperties ould be used to dedue whether the extent of deformation is aslarge as predited for 270Hs and how fast the deformation may hange fromone nulide to another � again exellent guidane for the experimentalist.



1644 D.C. Hoffman

Fig. 2. Experimental partial half-lives for SF and alpha-deay of even-even isotopes(solid symbols) as of 1997 plotted together with the theoretial preditions for even-even isotopes of elements 104�114 from Ref. [9℄.



Adam Sobizewski: Seminal Contributions to Nulear Theory 16453. Interations between theory and experimentAs mentioned earlier, beause of the predition of extra stability forisotopes nearer N=162 in the region of Z=108, the suessful experimentswere undertaken in whih the longer-lived isotopes 265;266Sg were produed.These isotopes were long enough for hemial studies and subsequently wereused by an international group working at GSI, Darmstadt, Germany toperform the �rst hemial studies of Sg (106) in both the gas-phase and insolution [13,14℄. These experiments showed that Sg behaved similarly to theperiodi table group 6 elements Mo and W rather than to U(VI) and manyadditional studies of the properties of Sg have been performed.Nulear hemists were enouraged by this experimental support for thepreditions of extra stability for isotopes loser to the N=162 deformedshell, and experiments were undertaken at the 88-inh ylotron at theLawrene Berkeley National Laboratory to try to produe 267;266Bh (107)using 249Bk(22Ne, 4n, 5n) reations. From preditions of the SF and alphahalf-lives for the even-even nulides similar to those shown in Fig. 2, half-lives of the order of 10 s were expeted. Indeed, 267Bh with a half-life of�17 s and a prodution ross setion of about 70 pb was identi�ed basedon its alpha deay to known daughter isotopes [15℄. Its SF branh ouldnot be determined due to the SF bakground from Fm produed by transferreations. No positive identi�ation of 266Bh ould be made although SFsystematis based on known SF half-lives suggest that its SF half-life shouldbe relatively long beause of the odd-proton and odd-neutron hindrane fa-tors [16℄ and it should deay by alpha emission. The �rst hemial studiesof Bh were proposed by Gäggeler et al. and sheduled at the ylotron atthe Paul Sherrer Institut in Switzerland even before the disovery of thelonger-lived Bh isotope, illustrating the on�dene in the predited stabilitydue to the proximity to the deformed shells. Experiments 267Bh with anon-line isothermal gas hromatography system showed that a volatile oxy-hloride of 267Bh was formed as expeted for a group 7 element, but that itwas less volatile than those of its lighter homologues T and Re [17℄.Experiments with rotating 248Cm targets and 26Mg beams have beenonduted at the UNILAC aelerator at GSI and the hemial separationof seven atoms of 270;269Hs as the volatile tetroxide has been reported [18℄. Anovel ryogeni gas adsorption hromatography olumn was used whih alsoserved as the detetion system for identi�ation of 270;269Hs based on dete-tion of alpha-deay to known Sg and Rf daughter isotopes. The experimentsshowed that Hs formed a very volatile oxide similar to that of Os tetroxidemeasured in the same system and provides qualitative evidene that Hs isalso a member of group 8 of the periodi table. The deay harateristis ofthree of the Hs deays agreed well with those of 269Hs, previously observed



1646 D.C. Hoffmanin the alpha-deay hain of 277112 [19℄. Two deay hains were inompleteand ould not be de�nitely assigned. Two of the observed Hs deays wereattributed to 270Hs, but its half-life annot be measured diretly in this sys-tem and was dedued to be about 4 s based on the observed alpha-deayenergies. In order to ompare with the preditions that it is a doubly magideformed nuleus, it is important to try to obtain a more preise measure-ment of the half-life of 270Hs, perhaps by a diret measurement and also todetermine if it has a SF branh.Experiments are planned at LBNL to use the Berkeley Gas-�lled Sepa-rator (BGS) to separate 271110 produed via the 238U(37Cl,4n) reation andidentify it based on its alpha-deay to known isotopes. The alpha-deayenergy of �10 MeV estimated by interpolation between predited massesfor adjaent even isotopes would lead to half-lives of only tens of ms, butdue to the odd nuleon, longer half-lives might be expeted. Nulides withhalf-lives as short as 100 miroseonds an be separated and identi�ed withthe BGS, but if longer-lived nulides an be produed then hemial studiesmight be performed after using BGS as a pre-separator.All of the isotopes reported as of mid-2001 for elements from Sg throughelement 116 are shown in Fig. 3. It should be noted that the isotopes ofelements 114 and 116 and their alpha-deay daughters await on�rmationby other groups.

Fig. 3. Isotopes of Sg through element 116 reported as of mid-2002.



Adam Sobizewski: Seminal Contributions to Nulear Theory 16474. ConlusionSobizewski presented [20℄ a short review of the theoretial studies basedon the marosopi-mirosopi desription in whih he pointed out that theshell e�ets in deformed superheavy nulei are large and omparable to theshell e�ets alulated for the spherial superheavy nulei. He ontendedthat the existene of nulei in the doubly magi deformed region aroundZ=108 and N=162 has hanged our previous view of the stability of theheaviest nulei. No longer are the spherial SHEs around the hypothetialdoubly magi spherial 298114 nuleus expeted to form an island in the�oean� of total instability, but rather they belong to the extended �usual�peninsula of relatively long-lived nulides. Thus, we may expet that nuleiall along the way to the region of spherial superheavy nulei an be ob-served provided we an �nd ways to synthesize them. Many nulei in thesuperheavy region will deay predominantly by alpha-emission whih shouldmake their experimental identi�ation muh easier and more ertain. I haveattempted to illustrate this onept (Fig. 4) by plotting the nulides disov-ered between 1978 and mid-2002 as a funtion of Z and N on a ontour plotof unertain origin (originally in olor) dating bak to at least 1978 that wasinluded in a Siene artile on Superheavy Elements [21℄.

Fig. 4. Plot of heavy element topology from �1978 showing heavy element isotopesreported from 1978 up to mid-2002 with symbols denoting the following half-liferanges: 0.1 ms to 0.1 s (+); 0.1 s to 5 min (Æ); > 5 min (�). The doubly magideformed nulide 270Hs is indiated. Landing sites for some proposed produtionreations for spherial SHEs are shown.



1648 D.C. HoffmanAdam Sobizewski was invited to present the 1999 J.M. Nitshke Memo-rial Leture at LBNL. In his address, entitled Struture and Properties ofSuperheavy Nulei, he disussed the urrent status of both theoretial andexperimental advanes in the �eld. New data obtained in the past few yearstend to support his onept that nulei with half-lives long enough to beobserved will exist all the way from the region of deformed SHEs to theregion of spherial SHEs. A photo of him taken as he delivered his leture isshown in Fig. 5 together with a poster announing the event. We wish himmany more years of fruitful researh in nulear theory and antiipate he willontinue his synergisti interations with experimentalists in the endeavor togain an ever more omplete understanding of nulear stability and its limits.I wish to express my gratitude to Jørgen Randrup for many helpful om-ments and his graious assistane in rendering this manusript into LATEXformat with whih many of us �older� experimentalists are not onversant.REFERENCES[1℄ Proeedings of the Robert A. Welh Foundation Conferenes on ChemialResearh XIII: The Transuranium Elements: The Mendeleev Centennial, 17�19 November, 1969, W.O. Milligan, Ed., Houston, Texas 1970.[2℄ S.G. Nilsson, J.R. Nix, A. Sobizewski, Z. Szymanski, S. Wyeh, C.Gustafson, P. Möller, Nul. Phys. A115, 545 (1968).[3℄ S.G. Nilsson et al., Nul. Phys. A131, 1 (1969).[4℄ E. Fiset, J. Nix, Nul. Phys. A193, 647 (1972).[5℄ J. Randrup, S.E. Larsson, P. Möller, A. Sobizewski, A. Lukasiak, PhysiaSripta 10A, 60 (1974).[6℄ Z. Patyk, A. Sobizewski, Phys. Lett. B256, 307 (1991); Nul. Phys. A533,132 (1991).[7℄ A. Sobizewski et al., J. Alloys and Comp. 213/214, 38 (1994).[8℄ R.W. Lougheed et al., J. Alloys and Comp. 213/214, 61 (1994).[9℄ R. Smola«zuk, J. Skalski, A. Sobizewski, Phys. Rev. C52, 1871 (1995).[10℄ I. Muntian, Z. Patyk,A. Sobizewski, Ata Phys. Pol. B 32, 691 (2001).[11℄ I. Muntian, A. Sobizewski, Ata Phys. Pol B. 32, 629 (2001).[12℄ I. Muntian, S. Patyk, A. Sobizewski, J. Nul. Radiohem. Si. 3, 169 (2002)[13℄ M. Shädel et al., Nature (Letters) 388, 55 (1997).[14℄ M. Shädel et al., Radiohim. Ata 77, 149 (1997).[15℄ P. Wilk et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 2697 (2000).
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